Generative Adversarial Networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014) , a major breakthrough in the field of generative modeling, learn a discriminator to estimate some distance between the target and the candidate distributions. This paper examines mathematical issues regarding the way the gradients for the generative model are computed in this context, and notably how to take into account how the discriminator itself depends on the generator parameters. A unifying methodology is presented to define mathematically sound training objectives for generative models taking this dependency into account in a robust way, covering both GAN, VAE and some GAN variants as particular cases.
Introduction
Generative modeling aims at a distribution p θ best fitting the observational distribution p data . A main approach, exemplified by the Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) [14] , relies on maximizing the (log)-likelihood of the observational sample after p θ . In Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [6] , the log-likelihood optimization is replaced by a 2-sample test-like criterion: a discriminator is trained to discriminate between the generated and the observational samples, minimizing a discrimination loss such as:
that admits an optimal solution analytically defined from p θ as:
The generator is then trained to minimize a loss opposed to the discriminator:
This loss depends on θ in two ways: the expectation on p θ , and the value of D(x). However, GAN and its many variants [6, 20, 2] only consider the first dependency when computing the gradient ∇ θ L G , differentiating the loss while considering D independent of θ. This suggests that they may actually optimize another loss than intended (section 2).
A main contribution of the paper is to propose a mathematically sound methodology to transform any generative loss expressed as some divergence between the generative and the sample distributions, and involving a discriminator D, such that the loss gradient properly accounts for the D dependency w.r.t. θ (section 3). A first benefit thereof is to be able to analytically understand the optimization objective; a second benefit is the generality of the approach. Specifically, by applying this methodology to various divergences, it is shown that the proposed theoretical framework unifies and includes as particular cases several generative approaches ranging from GAN [6] and VAE [14] to some GAN variants [10] . Furthermore, this framework offers the same flexibility as f -GAN [20] in minimizing an arbitrary divergence, and the defined loss is more robust w.r.t. the optimization process.
As a proof of concept, the proposed methodology is applied to the symmetric KL-divergence (SDKL) in section 4. The resulting loss yields a generative model with performances similar to VAEGAN [15] , confirming that the proposed improvement in terms of mathematical interpretation comes at no cost in terms of performance compared to [21, 14, 15] (section 5).
Generative Modeling Losses: Formal Background and Discussion
This section briefly presents and discusses the training losses used in GAN, VAE and f -GAN, and underlines the core mathematical issues with the way GAN gradients are derived.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
As said previously, GANs [6] train a generative model p θ (x) given a dataset sampled after distribution p data , where p θ (x) is modelled as follows: i) a latent variable z ∼ ρ is sampled after a given prior ρ; ii) the deterministic transformation G θ is applied to z and yields sample x = G θ (z). G θ is trained in an adversarial fashion, i.e. using the opposite of the discriminator loss (Eq. 1). Assuming an optimal discriminator (Eq. 2), the discriminator loss (to be optimized by the generator) is the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the ground truth and the generator distributions, up to a constant:
This loss is however difficult to use, mostly due to the fact that the Jensen-Shannon divergence saturates when the two distributions are very different, killing its gradient. Thus alternative objectives are considered, such as minimizing
, which is closer to optimizing D KL (p θ p D ) than the Jensen-Shannon divergence, and brings empirically better results. The dynamics of GANs have been the subject of extensive research over the past years, considering the learning dynamics of the model and their associated difficulties [1, 18] , and defining alternative training objectives for the generator and the discriminator [23, 20, 2, 7] . However, it is still unclear whether any of these variants dominates the other ones [17] .
Variational AutoEncoders (VAEs)
VAEs [14] learn model p θ by maximizing the likelihood E x∼p data log p θ (x). As log p θ (x) is hardly computable except for simple p θ , VAEs consider a decomposition of the generative model p θ (x) = p θ (x|z)ρ(z)dz where: i) z is sampled from a fixed prior ρ; ii) z is used to define distribution p θ (·|z); iii) x is drawn according to distribution p θ (·|z). The efficiency of the approach comes from defining p θ (·|z) as a relatively simple distribution for any z, enabling to analytically compute log p θ (·|z). The expressive power of the model lies on the so-called probabilistic decoder, mapping z on p θ (·|z). This decoder is coupled with a probabilistic encoder q(z|x), and trained using the evidence lower-bound (ELBO) criterion [14] :
The left-hand term of Eq. 5 involves two terms, the reconstruction error of the auto-encoder and the KL divergence between the prior and the posterior distribution of z, acting as a regularization on the latent representation. This loss can be analytically computed and optimized by gradient descent, and its maximization does increase the log-likelihood log p θ (x) as intended.
In VAEs, a key design issue is the class of distributions for p θ (·|z); an inappropriate model class can ever prevent p θ from efficiently approximating p data . 1 This issue is addressed by replacing Gaussian p θ (·|z) with more sophisticated models, e.g. using perceptual distances based on another neural network [15, 9, 5] , or modelling p θ (·|z) using autoregressive models [8] .
f -GAN
f -GAN [20] proposes a general framework to optimize any f -divergence along a GAN setup, as a min-max game:
Where f is the Fenchel conjugate of f , and T ω represents the discriminator, learned depending on f . This loss is maximized w.r.t. the ω parameter of the discriminator, and minimized w.r.t. the θ parameter of the generator: the minimization of the target f divergence is obtained by reaching a saddle point.
Mathematical and algorithmic issues
As described in 2.1, GAN optimizes the generator parameter θ by gradient descent of the discriminator loss, which is computed in practice as if D were independent of θ [6] . Still after Eq. 2, the gradient of D w.r.t. θ reads:
As D is not independent 2 of θ, the gradient of the generator loss reads:
The expectation w.r.t. p data does not disappear any more, and is difficult to estimate unless p θ (x) can analytically be computed, which is not the case in practice except for extremely simple models.
To try and sidestep this issues, algebraic calculations can be used to transform the expectation under p data into an expectation under p θ . It comes for all F :
yielding:
, yields the same gradient when differentiated while assuming that D(x) does not depend on θ.
Unfortunately, while Eq. 9 mathematically holds true, it is less so when the expectations are approximated from a handful of minibatch examples. This is particularly the case when p data and p θ are far from each other or even have different support, and would cause this estimation to have a very high variance [1] .
Whether GAN training loss (Eq. 10) does minimize the JS divergence between p data and p θ then becomes questionable. The same question arise concerning f -GAN, that extensively uses expectation rewritings as in Eq. 9 to define the considered optimization objectives [20] .
Revisiting Adversarial Generative Losses
Considering a loss aimed at minimizing a divergence between two distributions, let D(x) be a discriminator approximating the ratio
p data (x) of both distributions. This section aims at constructing a loss which, when differentiated for training while taking D(x) independent of θ would still yield the correct gradient accounting the dependence.
Rewriting the gradient loss
The gradient of most (combination of) divergence Q reads:
where f and g are some fixed functions (possibly 0 if Q does not involve the associated expectation). Substituting
p data (x) with its estimate
Then, integrating the above gradient w.r.t. θ considering D as a constant function of θ yields the loss L P :
By construction, ∇ θ Q (Eq. 12) i) can be computed directly using the neural network estimate of D taken as independent of θ; ii) is the proper gradient associated to loss L P ; iii) minimizes divergence Q. Note that the left-hand term in L P can be estimated by sampling p θ , similarly to a GAN. The right-hand term (as long as g is a positive function) can be approximated like in a VAE by using a higher bound like the ELBO (section 2.2). In brief, this methodology defines a mathematically sound loss for minimizing any divergence, with VAEs and GANs as particular cases.
An important point remains to consider: the model of p θ (x). Indeed this distribution appears two times in Eq.13: once as the basis for an expectation, representing samples from the model in a GAN fashion, and once as a likelihood log p θ (x), from the VAE framework. It is crucial for the foundation of our theory that these two terms refer to the same p θ .
However VAE and GAN consider a different model for p θ (x): in both cases, a latent variable z is sampled and decoded into a sample x (which clearly hints at fusing the VAE decoder and the GAN generator); still, the decoder and the generator differ in slight but significant ways (Section 2). For the sake of a well-founded theoretical framework, both models thus need be reconciled. The proposed approach uses the VAE generative model in all cases, only providing the discriminator with generated samples from p θ (x|z). This requirement adds some constraints regarding the p θ (x|z) model: while its likelihood must remain computable, it must also be possible to sample the distribution and backpropagate a gradient through this sampling [14, 11] .
Though related to former approaches combining VAE and GANs [22, 15, 5] , the proposed aproach differs in goal and method. In [22, 15, 5] , the motivation is to address algorithmic issues. The proposed approach, aimed at a common theoretical framework unifying VAE and GAN learning dynamics, yields different models (Section 4).
Discussion w.r.t. f -GAN. Like f -GAN, the proposed approach aims at general formulations based on f -divergences. A first difference is that f -GAN extensively relies on Eq. (9) to change expectations over p θ into expectations over p data , and vice-versa. f -GAN thus faces some difficulties when both expectations are approximated by minibatch sampling on the one hand, and p data and p θ have poor support overlap on the other hand (as explained in section 2.4). However such a poor overlap occurs in early learning phases, and possibly later on [1] . A second difference is that the f -GAN generative model is only provided with the gradient information based on its own generated samples; unfortunately, this gradient provides little information unless p θ already is a good approximation of p data .
The proposed approach avoids both pitfalls, by using VAE to approximate expectations over p data (with no further need to rewrite the expectations), and providing the generator with information based on both real data and generated samples.
A unifying framework
The loss rewriting is applied to three divergences, showing that the framework unifies approaches of the state of the art.
Minimizing D KL (p θ ||p data ). Its gradient reads:
then it comes:
Most interestingly, this gradient is same as for the loss proposed by [10] (assuming again that D does not depend on θ), widely and quite successfully used to train GANs:
Minimizing D KL (p data ||p θ ). Its gradient reads:
This term is the same as the VAE loss [14] , that is indeed very successful, and at the core of the proposed methodology. Note that tackling this loss within a GAN requires to swap the expectations (Eq. (9)):
recovering the same gradient as the following loss (assuming again that D does not depend on θ):
This loss does not only suffer from the already mentioned expectation swap issues. It is also hardly suited to gradient based optimization, as the expectation involves the discriminator value rather than its logarithm, suggesting that numerical instabilities will adversely affect the learning trajectory as the sigmoid activation of the discriminator saturates 3 . For both reasons, VAE is better suited to this loss optimization.
Minimizing JSD(p θ ||p data ). Its gradient reads:
that coincides with the gradient of the following loss:
combining a VAE-like (left) term and a GAN-like (right) term. Expectedly, the above loss yields a difficult optimization problem, especially so in the early optimization stages. The left term side is drawn to 0 if D (x) is close to 1, and does not provide any gradient information to the VAE ELBO. The right-hand term suffers from the same issues as the original GAN loss, as log(1 − D (x)) provides very small gradients if D (x) is close to 0.
These issues are direct consequences of the saturation of the Jensen-Shannon divergence when the generator is not sufficiently good.
A Proof of Concept: The Symmetrized KL Divergence
Considering a symmetrical divergence between p data and p θ is appealing. It thus comes naturally to consider the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence, summing D KL (p θ ||p data ) (generating very realistic samples but with a tendency to mode-dropping) and D KL (p data ||p θ ) (ensuring a good coverage of all modes, but generating samples of lower quality). This section illustrates the proposed methodology on this divergence, yielding the so-called SDKL loss. The experimental setting used for its comparative empirical validation is thereafter described.
The SDKL loss
The SDKL loss derived from the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence reads:
This loss is trained by combining VAE and GAN, as for the Jensen-Shannon divergence. While this loss is similar to the VAEGAN [15] , the training procedure (Algorithm 1) differs in two respects. Firstly, VAEGAN uses samples generated from the raw output of the decoder, rather than sampling them from p θ (x|z). As a consequence, the loss actually considers two different models in lieu of Algorithm 1 Training procedure for SDKL θ enc , θ dec , θ disc , ← initialize model parameters N disc is the number of minibatches used to train the discriminator for each minibatch used to train the generator. repeat for N disc times do Train the discriminator on a minibatch of real and generated samples end for X DAT A ← sample minibatch from the dataset
a single one, without unifying them as discussed in section 3.1. Secondly, the VAEGAN discriminator is trained from the reconstructed images; it does no longer learn to approximate
p data (x) , as reconstructed samples differ from samples generated from p θ . Finally, whenever the discriminator is powerful, the VAEGAN might suffer from large training instabilities after the following proposition: Proposition 1. A discriminator accurately discriminating between a real sample x and its reconstructionx by the VAE is prone to cause exploding gradients for the log D(x) when D(x) is close to 0, and thus suffers of the same numerical issues: when facing a powerful discriminator VAEGAN is subject to the risk of exploding gradients when considering the reconstructed samples.
Experimental setting
The proposed SDKL is empirically validated compared to VAEGAN. The goal of experiments is twofold. The first comparison regards the choice of generator model: the theoretically sound option is to sample z after prior ρ, and then sample x from p θ (·|z) as done in SDKL; the VAEGAN-like option (referred to as SDKL-without sampling) is to sample z in ρ and computex = Dec(z) with no further sampling. The second question regards the impact of using reconstructed samples to both train the discriminator and apply the GAN generative loss on the reconstructed samples; this impact is assessed by comparing VAEGAN and SDKL-without sampling.
Experiments are conducted on the thoroughly studied Celeba dataset [16] , the code for reproducing them is provided online 4 . Simple convolutional networks are used for both encoder and discriminator, and a simple deconvolutional network is used for the decoder. All networks use Elu activations [4] , detailed architecture is given in appendix B. The optimizer used for all three models is ADAM [12] . Its parameters are α = 0.00001, β 1 = 0.5 and β 2 = 0.9 for the Encoder and Decoder network, and α = 0.00002 and the same β 1 and β 2 for the Discriminator network. The discriminator is trained for N disc = 5 minibatches between each generator update. 5 The compared models thus only differ in terms of the training objectives. They include: i) a D KL (p θ p data ) GAN; ii) VAE using an adversarial perceptual loss [9, 5] ; iii) VAEGAN [15] ; iv) 4 Repository containing the experiment code: https://gitlab.inria.fr/vberger/new-losses-gan. 5 Note that setting N disc 1 ensures that
remains an acceptable approximation of
, though it comes at the risk of vanishing ∇xD(x) gradient. All p θ (x|z) models are defined using a perceptual loss [15, 9, 5] . As discussed in section 2.2, the Gaussian noise is applied in the second internal convolution layer (as opposed to, directly on the image pixels), to yield a more relevant noise model and improving p θ (x|z). This noise is also used for the VAE (where the discriminator is only trained to define the perceptual distance).
For all models that require sampling p θ (x|z), this sampling is emulated by adding the corresponding Gaussian noise in the second layer of the discriminator. The discriminator discriminates real samples from generated samples, or reconstructed samples. It includes an Orthogonal Regularization [3] , ensuring that for every i-th layer, its internal activations are of the same order of magnitude, and ensuring that each layer be K-Lipschitz with a reasonably small value of K.
Empirical Analysis
This section compares the dynamics of the discriminator and D KL losses of all five models (Fig. 1) , and discusses the results based on the generated images ( Fig. 2 ; more in supplementary material).
Dynamics of the Losses
The discriminator loss along the learning trajectory, depicted in Fig. 1 .Left, is interpreted in terms of the pressure exerted by the generator on the discriminator.
The first striking observation is that SDKL does not challenge its discriminator in any way. Indeed the discriminator only needs to recognize samples after p θ (·|z) from original samples. Even though p θ (·|z) is enriched using a perceptual distance, it involves a Gaussian noise in the final (or intermediate) layers, making easy the discriminator task. As the discriminator only needs to recognize the presence of Gaussian noise to classify the image, it thus provides a poor feedback to the generator since the considered generative model cannot help but including a Gaussian noise. More sophisticated models for p θ (x|z) [8] are thus needed, outside of the current paper scope as described in section 3.1, and left for future work.
Interestingly, GAN and VAEGAN exert much more pressure on their discriminator than VAE and SDKL. Indeed the GAN has for single objective to fool its discriminator. The VAEGAN discriminator has to discriminate between real and reconstructed images, a much more difficult task than for the SDKL discriminator since the reconstructed images are overall of a much higher quality that the generated ones. VAE faces a mixed loss, and the discriminator loss is not necessarily the dominant one. Empirically, the reconstruction loss is higher than the discrimination loss by orders of magnitude, which is mostly explained from the poor quality of model p θ (x|z). On the other hand the VAE is never directly trained to fool the discriminator, hence the relatively easy task of its adversary. SDKL-without sampling yields a moderate discriminator loss: on the one hand the discriminator loss is not its only goal; on the other hand, the discriminator task is far more difficult than for SDKL, as the generated samples do not suffer from the Gaussian noise.
The analysis of the D KL losses confirms the previous interpretation. SDKL has a good compression score, which is expected given how much detail is lost to its noninformative discriminator. Both VAEGAN and SDKL-without sampling need to store more information in their latent space than the VAE, consequence of the GAN feedback on their generation.
Qualitative comparisons
The qualitative inspection of the generated samples ( Fig. 1 .Right) first shows that SDKL suffers from the blurry effects long associated to VAEs, which is blamed on the poor quality of the discriminator: SDKL therefore cannot take advantage of its feedback nor of the adversarial loss. Regarding GAN, as expected it generates sharp images at the cost of some loss of diversity of the generated images (the mode-dropping effect).
Both VAEGAN and SDKL-without sampling improve on SDKL and VAE with perceptual distance, generating more detailed images, though still blurrier than the GAN.
Discussion and Perspectives
The contribution of the paper is a new theoretical methodology to derive training objectives for generative modelling, leveraging both the VAE's ELBO to estimate log p θ (x) densities and the GAN discriminator to estimate
p data (x) . This methodology can deal with a large class of divergences and yield mathematically sound and algorithmically efficient losses, avoiding mathematical improprieties in dealing with ∇ θ D(x) or approximating expectations based on minibatch sampling.
A proof of concept of the proposed framework is established for the symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence. Its experimental validation shows that this theoretical improvement comes are no cost in terms of performance compared with state of the art approaches.
The main perspective for further research concerns the choice of more powerful model spaces for p θ (·|z), particularly so when considering natural images, as Gaussian observation models are illsuited to model such data. More sophisticated model spaces, e.g. inspired from [8] , can hardly be used as is in the proposed framework due to its requirements on p θ (·|z), and thus would require further work to be used. Improving the inference model q(z|x) of the VAE-based part of our approach using more elaborate models [13, 19] will also improve the ELBO estimation, and the overall model quality. Figure 3 : GAN generated samples C.4 SDKL without sampling Figure 6 : Samples generated from SDKL without sampling from p θ (x|z) Figure 7 : Samples generated from SDKL trained with sampling from p θ (x|z), but without the Gaussian noise for final generation.
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